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Annotation: The article discusses the problem of unification of technical requirements for sanitary 

equipment and unified regulations establishment for such equipment for all stages of the product life cycle. 

In article recommendations about inclusion are made for individual requirements in the regulations in design 

section. 
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In article the need of uniform technical regulations usage at design, operation and service of sanitary systems 

is considered.  

The general terminology  and the standards structure for ensuring a straight-through design is offered, 

operation and technology of sanitary systems service of the rolling stock is recommended.  

During the work the analysis of Russian and European regulatory framework, recommendations of the 

leading world carriers and operating experience of the rolling stock equipped with the ESTC systems in 

Russian Federation and European Union is carried out. The analysis of the such standards as EN15380-2, 

UIC Code 563, EN 13272, EN 997, EN 16362, TSI PRM and also the set of the recommendation of 

EuroSpec is carried out (for operators: DB, SNCF, OBB, DCB, SBB, N). For the Russian Federation: TR TS 

001/2011 (further TR TS), GOST P 55182-2012 (further GOST), TU, TZ on separate rail cars, Sanitary 

regulations and standards of SP 2.5.1198-03 (further - SP), Operating manuals. 

   In the European Union, for the purpose of making the uniform requirements system of the railroads of the 

different country members of EU, unification and standardization were vital for possibility of the "cross-

cutting" destination in the EU.  

  The system of interoperability (compatibility) of the EU railroad systems established in 1998, TSI became a 

basis of unification.  

  The requirement on application of the identical filling orifices and its placement unification could be a 

special case. 

  After analysis of the Russian regulating documentation, specifications on the rolling stock design of 

different producers it was revealed that there is no "cross-cutting" regulations or set of recommendations 

allowing the operating organization to receive the sanitary system meeting the minimum necessary 

requirements of unification, reliability, maintainability. 
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 Implementation of unified regulations of the life   cycle of 

sanitary-technical systems, installed on the rolling stock  

At the moment ("FPK"JSC , CDMV, DOSS, "TKS"CJSC , etc.) it is extremely difficult to owners of 

the rolling stock to control disparate requirements of GOST, SP and also numerous industry documents and 

standards. For the last decade more than fifteen new models of the passenger rolling stock appeared, fitted 

with more than ten different models of the sanitary equipment. Owing to design features of the rolling stock, 

development of sanitary system technologies, it is impossible to install one "standard system". For owners of 

the rolling stock it is reasonable to implement system of uniform technical regulations which will allow to 

unify design processes, operation and service of different systems. 

When forming uniform regulations, simple "copying" of the developed system of the European or 

other norms in the Russian Federation is impossible owing to features of the railroads: the high need for 

unification, comparatively European roads, essential difference on climatic norms, approach to service of the 

rolling stock and so on. Thus, it is reasonable to develop the uniform regulations containing the general 

interpretation of the European and Russian norms, requirements and recommendations about sanitary 

systems of rail cars. 

The uniform regulations have to extend to all types of the existing and perspective passenger rolling 

stock. The regulations have to describe only one system of the rail car that will definitely allow to connect all 

elements of life cycle of system, including: design and production, operation, service and repair. Such 

separation allows to select three main sections of the document: 

 requirements in the design; 

 operational requirements; 

 repair and maintenance requirements; 

Also the regulations have to cover all the elements of sanitary system. Thus, the structure of 

regulations has to contain the following hierarchy of requirements: 

 general requirements to sanitary systems; 

 requirements to the toilet block and other elements of sanitary systems 

available to passengers (interior); 

 requirements to water supply and sewerage; 

 requirements to control systems. 

This separation can be considered in the form of chapters, each of the sections. Thus, the unified 

regulation have to contain the following matrix of sections and chapters: 

 

 

Chapters of sections (requirement to systems) Sections of regulations (stages of life 

cycle) 

General requirements to system 
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Requirements to ergonomics and elements available to 

the passenger 

Requirements to water supply and sewerage 

Requirements to control systems and monitoring 

 

The first part of the necessary document - Requirement at design, will be considered in this article in 

detail. This section is the most important as will describe the main technical requirements which the sanitary 

system has to provide. These requirements proceed from the purpose of sanitary system, provide its working 

capacity and unification, both with internal systems of the rail car (energy consumption), and with external 

interfaces (filling systems, disposal of sewage, washings). 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Matrix of unified regulation 
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Chapter 1. Design of sanitary systems in the rolling stock 

1. General requirements to sanitary systems. 

In this chapter the general principles of design of these systems have to be described, it is specified 

to what types of the rolling stock they extend and also with what requirements of normative documentation 

of design of the railcar they have to be are interrelated. 

1.1. Structure of sanitary system of the rail car: 

1.1.1. The elements, interacting with the passenger, should be separated into two groups: 

1.1.1.1. Toilet rooms (standard and universal - for persons with reduced mobility); 

1.1.1.2. Elements which are out of toilet rooms (wash basins, shower rooms, systems of drinking 

water). 

1.1.2. Water supply and sewerage systems: 

1.1.2.1. Water supply system; 

1.1.2.2. Sewerage system; 

1.1.2.3. Drinking water supply system. 

1.1.3. The control system has to include: 

1.1.3.1. System of diagnostics; 

1.1.3.2. Information system for passengers; 

1.1.3.3. Information system for train crew; 

1.1.3.4. Information system for service staff. 

 

1.2. Types of cabins and their application  

 

1.2.1. Public cabins, according to the SP, can be separated into 2 types, differing in the area for rail 

cars of the first class or others. At the same time, there are no separation of cabins depending on class of rail 

cars in the EU. In the unified standard there is a possible recommendation: to apply the European experience 

and start up application of the toilet rooms of a bigger size for all classes of rail cars. 

1.2.2. Universal cabins - for passengers with reduced mobility, in Russian Federation in GOST R 

50955-96 GOST R 50956-96, GOST R 50957-96, and also in SP. Meanwhile, there are no requirements for 

installation of systems in the rolling stock. 

1.2.3. Application of toilet cabins in the rolling stock. 

In the Russian normative documentation (TR TS, GOST, SP) there is no requirement for definition 

of quantity of the toilet cabins, necessary for installation in the rolling stock. With emergence on a railway 

network of the two-storey rolling stock (sleeping and sitting-wagons), perspective developments of sleeping 

MVPS (further - motor car rolling stock), it is reasonable to elaborate the order of definition of optimum 

quantity of toilet cabins taking into account time on the way and the number of passengers. 

It is also necessary to set up the requirements for the equipment of trains (both passenger and 

MVPS) universal toilet blocks. 

 

1.3. Climatic modification and temperature requirements. 

One of the most widespread and expensive types of sanitary systems repair on the Russian Railways 

network is recovery of rail cars after their freezing as a result of low temperature influence. Often, the failure 

of rail cars for this reason occurs not only due to influence of the minimal temperature,   prescribed by GOST 

15150 execution 'U' up to -50°C, but also at more high temperature. The preservation intervals of system 

operability provided in the SP and GOST: 8 hours after power off at temperature minus 20 °C and 10 hours 

at temperature minus 10 °C, are sufficient, but the developed standard has to contain the requirement for 

carrying out climatic tests of rail cars with obligatory implementation checking of the SP and GOST points. 

Also the standard has to provide the requirements offered by the European railroads: 

 for the prevention of damages due to low temperature influence over the 

established temperature ranges or in a consequence of violation of heating 

systems: emergency water drain, emergency drainage (purging) of pipelines and 

critical nodes, emergency systems of heating; 
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 to reduce the consequences of systems defrosting, for example: application of 

quick disconnect couplings of pipelines, a modularity and ensuring access to 

places of possible water accumulation, system of the accelerated warming up 

of hard-to-reach elements. 

 
1.4. Principles of the equipment placement   

1.4.1. Placement of cabins should correspond to the following principles: 

1.4.1.1. For sleeping rail cars and the sleeping motor-wagon and high-speed rolling stock: toilet 
cabins have to be located in each rail car. 

1.4.1.2. In case of placement in the rail car of disabled people, regardless of type of the rolling 
stock, the universal toilet cabin has to be available to wheelchair users according to GOST R 50955-96, 

GOST R 50956-96 и GOST R 50957-96. 

1.4.1.3. In sitting rail cars of locomotive draft the toilet has to be located in each rail car. 
1.4.1.4. For the sitting trains of constant formation, including the compiled of locomotive draft 

rail cars, MVPS, installation of the toilet rooms not in each car is allowed, at the same time the distance 
to the toilet room from any place should not exceed 40 meters. 

1.4.1.5. For MVPS, placement of toilet cabins only in the lead rail cars is possible; 
1.4.1.6. Placement of orifices for water filling and pumping of ESTC storage tanks has to 

provide filling and draining from both sides of the rail car; 

1.4.2. Placement of all types of containers and tanks as inside the car, and outside is allowed. At 
placement of storage tank inside the rail car, it is necessary to provide observance of the SP; 

1.4.3. Outputs of ventilation system of the sanitary equipment should not be placed near (less 
than 2 meters) from inputs of systems of an intake of air. 

1.4.4. All indicators of system, outputs of ventilation system, filling and drain orifices have to 

be located jointly for ensuring condition control of the system during filling and emptying the system 
by operator, without need for additional movement along the rail car. 

 
1.5. Principles of energy supply and energy efficiency  

1.5.1 Energy consumption of sanitary system should not exceed the power validated at design 

of the rolling stock; 

1.5.2. When calculating power consumption it is necessary to consider all the elements of 
sanitary system involved simultaneously; 

1.5.3. The sanitary equipment should have possibility of connection from external source for 
opportunity of diagnostics and repair of the equipment on the "deenergized" rail car; 

1.5.4. The manufacturer of the sanitary equipment should be guided by the principle of 
minimization of electric power consumption; 

1.5.5. The system has to provide not less than 20 washouts on each toilet in case of power 

supply shutdown of the rail car. 
 

1.6. Definition of system productivity 

As the system productivity we understand that size of water containers and their sufficiency for 

ensuring the passengers needs all way long. SP determines the order of calculation: "the Amount of 

tanks shall be capable of giving at least 25 l of hot and cold water per each sleeping place in the 

passenger rail car and at least 10 liters at one place in the rail car with chairs for sitting. In those rail 

cars where shower installations are provided, the volume of the supplied water has to be not less than 

30 l per one place". This methodology fully justifies itself in operation of passenger sleeping rail cars, at 
the same time it is excessive for sitting  rail cars and MVPS, as example: in electric train of ED4 type, 

there are 1088 places for sitting and 2 toilet cabins, distributing requirements for providing 10 liters of 

water per each place for sitting, the volume of pure water tanks has to make 10 880 litres. 
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In the EU in requirements of UIC 563 (Requirements to measurement techniques) other 

approach to determination of tanks capacity is offered: "Volume of water and storage tanks. The 

dimensions of water and storage tanks are calculated based on the following volumes: 

 0,25 l per each seat and at each hour of use of the rail car (the minimum 

duration of daily use: 10 hours; in passenger rail cars of distant international 

runs - 16 hours); 

 water tanks of sufficient size, which deliberately guarantee the provision of 

fresh water during the round-the-clock movement of the train; 

 capacity of storage tank has to be sufficient in order that between two 

operations of emptying there will be 72 hours of time interval. 

Such approach shows that, when calculating of necessary tanks volume for providing 

passengers of ED4 within 10 hours, it will be enough of tanks with a capacity of 2 720 liters with water. 

The third methodology, offered by producers of toilet systems, assumes calculation proceeding 

from the expected water consumption per one visit about 0.7 liters of water and 1 liter of drains and 

plus a reserve of 20%. The expected visit of toilets in hour makes 10 times, it means at the 10th hour 

trip in MVPS, not depending on the number of places, the need for clear water on the train with two 

toilets will make: 168 pure liters and 240 liters of sewage, taking into account the emptying of tanks 

once at 72 hours, the general requirement will make 504 pure liters and 720 liters of sewage. 

Should be useful to include the following provisions in regulations: 

1.6.1. For sleeping passenger rail cars and sleeping MVPS the calculation of tanks dimensions 

should be made in compliance with SP; 
1.6.2. To apply a calculation method to MVPS of 0.25 liters per each seat with the minimum 

duration of usage of 16 hours in day; 

1.6.3. For MVPS the capacity of tanks with pure water has to provide with water within 24 
hours; 

1.6.4. For MVPS the sewage tank capacity should provide the possibility of emptying once in 
48 hours. 

 

1.7. Requirements for unification of drain and filling connectors   

1.7.1. By the rail car structure the possibility of rail car filling with water  by hoses of the R17B 

type in accordance with GOST 2593 has to be provided (brake hose). 
1.7.2. Drain orifices have to be compatible with Camlock nozzles. 

 
1.8. Maintainability (principle of equipment accessibility for maintainance and repair) 

1.8.1. All equipment has to be placed in such a way, to avoid any need to dismantle other 

elements for carrying out service of rail cars in volume of TO-1, TO-2, TO-3; 
1.8.2.  All connections have to be quick disconnect; 

1.8.3. Electric connections should not allow possibilities of wrong connection. 
1.8.4. Construction of all elements of systems has to be the most modular and provide fast 

replacement of the one block without need for dismantle of other equipment unit; 

1.8.5. All elements of the system have to be available to visual inspection; 
1.8.6. The diagnostic system has to inform on the maximum quantity of mistakes and 

malfunctions up to each block. 
 

Conclusions 

In this article the structure of regulations and general provisions, which have to be included in 

regulations on design of the rolling stock is offered. In particular: offers regarding unification of 

sanitary systems elements, fight against rail car freezing, calculation of need for tanks. Implementation 

of the offered regulations will allow to significantly reduce expenses of the rolling stock owners at all 

stages of the rail cars life cycles. 
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